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ABSTRACT 

Computer has been introduced for use as an artificial intelligence to 
analyse data in the area of education. Educationists have found that 
computer has not only help their work more efficiently but also it can 
generate infonnation which has not been encountered before. Toe use

of computer is not considered new in education but using it to analyse 
the cognitive thinking processes of students is quite scarce in 
mathematics education. 

This research study was conductsd in line with Ashlock, Brm-m, Burton · 
and Van-Lehn on the analysis of error patterns. The objectives of the 
present study are to develo� an automated computer system for 
diagnosis and remediation and to construct a conceptual model of 
remediation in fractions. 

The initial stage of the project began with the construction of·an 
instrument to investigate the subjects' performances in fractions. 
The items were based on a set of 13 objectives on the 4 operations of 
fractions. The test was administered to 3000 subjects who were 
classified as below average in fractions. The test was read.ministered 
after a week later. The responses of the subjects were analysed and 
systematic errors were classified. 

An automated computer system for diagnosis and remediati�n "in the 4 
operations of fractions was developed. It consisted of three sub
systems viz. {a) diagnostic system of errors, (b) tutorial system for 
remediation, and (c) automated generation of text materials for 
remediation. 

To accompany the computer system for diagnosis and remediation a 
conceptual model on remediation of fractions was developed which was 
based on the hypothetical remedial activities. 

Diagnosis and remediation in the teaching of mathematics have been 

seen by many teachers as essential for effective teachin�. Okey (76) 

reported that pupils' achievements tended to go up when teachers give 

diagnostic tests frequently. It seems to indicate that it is 

beneficial to research further into this area of teaching and· 

learning. . -· 
.
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Althou�h the use of dia�nosis and remediation in teaching seems to be 

encouragin�, the amount of time reauired for impler:ienting the test and 

analysinR: the data to find out the actual causes of pupils 1 errors 

·,rill be tremendous. Unless the a.'Y!ount of this time can be reduced,

teachers will normally reluctant to carry out this strategy to help 

their pupils. Another factor which cannot be i?;nored is to determine 

the accuracv of diafsnosing ouoils' errors in mathematics. It would be

futile to conduct remedial classes which are mainly based on erroneous 

diagnosis. In view of the oroblems identified above in teaching 

11Ethematics, there is a need for mathematics educationist to look into 

ways which can help teachers to reduce their burden in diagnosis and 

analysis of data. The topic on fractions is used as an example. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

'Diagnosis and remediation' is not something new in the mathematics 

education curriculLlfll. However, research using comouter (especially 

microcomputer) to help diagnosing and remediating pupils with 

mathematics difficulties is not numerous. 

Basically the concept and work done in the area of diagnosi� are 

pursued in two directions. The first �oup of mathematics 

diagnosticians concentrated their work on categorising the types of 

errors accordin� to some major classifications. Robert (68) had 

classified four error categories viz. wrong operation, obvious 

computation error, defective algorithm and random response. The work 

of Engelhardt (77), Cox (75) and Knifong (80) were quite close to 

Robert's work on errors analysis. This area of research was found to 

have two limitations. First, researchers tended to emphasise on 

written responses and there had been few attempts to analyse pupils 
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difficulties by talking to them. Second, emphasis was placed on 

difficulties related to a· type of mathematical task rather than a 

whole range of difficulties which pupil experience. 

The work of Ashlock (76) had indeed :'{iven rise to another.group of 

mathematics diagnosticians. His work was concerryed with the 

identifications of error patterns in computation. Methods for 

correcting pupils' errors in comoutations were suggested in his book 

'Error Patterns in Computation'. Brown and Burton (78) constructed 

sorie diagnostic roodels of basic skills (addition, subtraction, etc.) 

using a representation technique called''procedural networks'. Usin� 

these dia_gnostic !lX)dels, two computer-based systems, BUGGY and

OOBUGGY, were developed to teach both students and student teach�rs 

about the strategies of diagnosing bugs. Later, Brown and Van Lehn 

(81) introduced the Repair Theory in an attempt to explain how the

bugs (systematic errors) were acquired by students and how they were 

held. Travis and Carry (83) and Woerner (80) did similar kind of work 

to identify students' errors in multiplication and addition of 

fractions respectively. Travis and Carry concluded in their study 

that the diagnosis-remediation combination were effective for 

remediating students' errors in multiplication. Woerner concluded 

that the use of computer for diagnosis was effective for probing 100re 

information. Bright (84) suggested that further computer-based 

diagnostic system should incorporate CAI for remediation. 

OBJECTIVES 

In view of the previous research and suggestions discussed on the 

previous para�aphs, a research project was initiated to investigate 

further into this area on fractions. Toe main objectives of the 
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research study are to 

(1) classify a near-exhaustive set of error patterns in fractions.

(2) develop a computer system for

(a) analysin� of pupils' erroneous alr,orithms in fractions.

(b) generatin� tutorial questions in remediation.

(c) �enerating text materials for remediation.

(�) derive a diagnostic model for remediation in fractions. 

(4) test the accuracy of the comouter system in diagnosing- pupils'

errors in fractions.

( t5) investi �ate the effectiveness of this approach as comoared with 

the 'usual method' for remediation adopted in the local context. 

At the time of writinf{ this paper, objectives (Lr) and (.5'") above have 

not been realised. 

METHODS 

Sample 

The sample for this study consisted of about 3000 average and below 

average pupils from 30 schools in Singapore. They were selected from 

the Primary 5 and 6 of the Normal Stream and the Primary 6, 7 and 8 of 

the Extended Stream (pupils take 6 vears and 8 years to complete the 

Prirary Education in the Normal and Sxtended Streams respectively). 

Instrument 

A diagnostic test on the addition of fractions was constructed which 

was based on the ore-determined objectives. The thirteen objectives 

identified for the test were 

Addition of Fraction (Jenominator ._$ 12)

( 1 ) Addition of simple fractions with like denominators. 

(2) Addition of simple fractions with unlike denominators.

( 3) Addition of mixed numbers with like denominators.

(4) Addition of mixed numbers with unlike denominators.
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Subtraction of Fractions (Denominator� 12) 

(5) Subtraction of �imple fractions with like denominators.

(6) Subtraction of simple fractions with unlike denominators.

(7) Subtraction of mixed numbers with like denominators.

(8) Subtraction of mixed numbers with unlike denominators.

Multiplication of Fractions (Denominator� 12) 

(9) Multiplication of a simple fraction and a·whole number.

( 10) Multiplication of a simple fraction with a simple fraction.

Division of Fractions (Denominator-' 12) 

(11) Division of a simple fraction by a whole number.

(12) Divisi.on of a simple fraction by a simple fraction.

(13) Division of a whole number by a simple fraction.

In each objective identified above, 4 parallel �terns were used to test 

the subjects' knowledge in the algorithmic skills. This was to ensure 

that the different types of errors were identified viz. systematic 

errors and non-systematic errors due to misreading a question or 

guessing a solution. 

Procedure 

The above diagnostic test-was administered to the 3000 subjects with 

the help of 60 Certificate in Education students of the Institute. 

The subjects were retested in the following week. In both tests, no 

time limit was imposed on the subjects. They were told to hand in 

their papers as soon as they had finished their work. Pupils' . 

responses to each item of the tests were marked. Incorrect responses 

were carefully analysed to determine the actual error pattern of each 

mistake. Subjects were also interviewed when their errors made were 

randomised or they i,K)uld be asked to thirik aloud on working a similar

problem. The results obtained in the second test were used to check 

whether the erroneous strategies used by the subjects were systematic. 
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COMPUTER SYSTEM FOR DIAGNOSIS AND REMEDIATION 

Owing to the nature of the topic on fraction, it is not the intention 

of this study to construct a procedural networks to show a �zeneral 

diagnostic model in fractions. However it was found that, on the 

agverage, about 3 error patterns, •--1ere identified in each objective. 

It would not be oossible to list all of them here in this shOi�t T)aper. 

It can be envisaged that teachers find difficultv to memorise all 

these error Patterns. Besides it is also time consuming to analvse 

individual's error in performinR operations in fractions and other 

topics. Hence an automated computer system is developed to reduce the 

burden of teachers who 1-Jould, presuma.bly, reluctant to perform the 

above tasks without such a system. 

The Automated Computer System developed consists of three subsystems. 

They are the 

(1) Dia�nostic Svstem of Errors in Fractions.

(2) Tutorial System for Remediation in Fractions.

(3) Automated Gener3tion of Text Materials in Fraction for

Remediation.

The Diat5nostic System of Errors in Fractions is a svstem that can 

generate randomised ouest ions which �-1ere based on the 13 pre

determined objectives. It can also determine the subjects' erroneous 

strate�ies in performing the 4 operations of fractions. The subject 

is expected, if desired, to work out the problem on a piece of paoer. 

The answer is keyed into the computer and it will logicallv analyse 

the subjects's work and the probable cause of error is printed out. 
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The following tables show an exarninee's performances printed out from 

this computer system. 

Table 1 Analysis of a Pupil's Performances in Fraction 

Objective (3) Addition of mixed numbers with like denominators 

Item 1 (a) Time taken 9 secs 

(b) Question � + 2lf = � 
(c) Error Pattern Add the whole numbers, the 

numerators and the denominators 
correspondin1?ly. 

Objective No. 

1 

2 

Table 2 Sunmary of Results 

Item No. Result Time Taken 

1 Wrong 16 
Wrong 
Wrong 
Wrong. 8 

1 Wr-ong 10 
Right 
Wrong 
Wrong 5 

(sec) 

The Tutorial System for Remediation is a system that generat� 

randomised questions for drill and practice. The_�ystem.Js_µsed to 

provide questions for drill and practice after the subjects have 

undergone remedial lessons conducted by the remedial teachers. The 

following table shows an example·of the pr1ntout which st.mmarises the 

exa�inee's perfonnances. 

Table 3: Sunmary of the Pupils' Performances in Fractions 

Objective No. of No. Ng. s T�·
No. Question Right -Wron� Right Taken (sec)

10 5 5 50 12 

10 . 6 4 60 23 
10 3 7 30 13 
10 2 8 20 43 

Total 40. 16 24 '1}i,_ 
·. Averas:e 40 22 
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The Automated Generation of Text :Materials in �ractions for 

Remediation is designed to generate additional materials for the 

subjects to practice at home. The answers are also provided for the 

subjects to check the accuracy of their work. 

MODEL FOR REMEDIATION IN FRACTIONS 

An overview of the error patterns made by the subjects in this study 

shows that most of the errors made are rudimentary. It is possible to 

use Broim and Van Lehn's Repair Theory to·explain the occurances of 

the bugs. Toe examinees tended to �pply a simpler strategy to work 

out the algorithmic operation. 

An analysis of each error pattern was carried out and it was found that 

it has its own error identity. On the basis of its uniqueness, a set 

of hypothetical remedial activities was suggested that would most likely 

alleviate the weaknesses of the subjects. The following example shows 

an error pattern in multiplication of 2 fractions and the possible. 

remedial actions for those subjects who err in this type of oroblem. 

Question 

Error Pattern 

Weaknesses 

fil_ x N2 _ N1D2 x N2D2
D1 - D2 - D1D2 

Treating 'x' as '+' 

Recognition of symbols 

Remedial Activities (1) Further diagnosis on the
recognition of symbols.� and x. · 

(2) Concept of Multiplication of 2
fractions

(3) Algorithm in multiplication of 2
fractions

(4) Comparing addition and
multiplication algorithms
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To illustrate an example of the construction of a remediat_ion model, 

an analysis of the remedial activities to cater.for t�e su�jects who 

have not mastered the multiplication of a simple fraction with another 

simple fraction/whole number was carried out. Using these remedial 

activities, a conceptual roodel for remediation of multiplication of. 

fractions is constructed as shown in fi�e t on page 11. 

Each remedial activity is placed at one of the six levels identified. 
.... 

' 

To help teachers identify the exact level at which the subject has not 

achieved, the computer system mav· print out the required level for'- · ·· 

remediation. fused on the conceotual model for remediation of 

multiplication of fractions, teachers are able to_ sel�ct a set of 

those remedial activities clas-sified at and below the level i.°dentified 

by the.computer system. 

CONCLUSION 

T� important outcooies are seen to emerge out of this study viz. 

_development of an automated computer system for diagnosis and 

remediation of fractions. This computer system and the conceptual 

framework for rerriediation provide an alternative approach for 

indi vid_ualising instruction in rrathematics. It serves as a prototype 

system to cater for other areas of IJBthematics. 

Some features of this system are worth noted for future 

implementation. It does not only provide with accurate diagnosis of 

errors but also it· helps to reduce the investigator's time to' ·analyse 

examinees' errors. With the remedial infonnation printed out, 

investigator may conduct remedial activities immediately_witl:lbut  
wasting much time, in looking for remediation materials. In the 
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process of using the system for dia�osis, the investigator may also 

be able to collect further information on error patterns as the set of 

error patterns identified earlier rray not be exhaustive. 

provides additional information for research. 

This 

Two assumptions have been rrade in this study. The hypothetical 

remedial activities �e assumed to be effective and exhaustive. 

Further research should concentrate on verifying the remediation model 

and the accuracy of the diagnostic system. 
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